2µ broad-and narrow-band imaging with the Gemini-N telescope of five z∼4.7 QSOs, has resolved both the host galaxies and [O II] emission-line gas.
Introduction and observations
The host galaxies of high redshift QSOs are of interest as they are considered to be massive galaxies with high abundances and massive central black holes in the early universe.
It has been found that at redshift 2 and higher, QSO host galaxies are large, luminous, and the sites of star-formation and galaxy merging. There have been several investigations of QSO host galaxies in the redshift range 2 to 2.5 (e.g. Ridgway et al 2001 , Kukula et al 2001 . There have been studies of radio galaxies, which are easier to resolve, to redshifts 4 and higher (e.g. van Breugel et al 1998 , Inskip et al 2001 , Jarvis et al 2001 , De Breuck et al 2002 . Compared with radio galaxies, QSO hosts are more difficult to study because of the bright nuclear light source, but recent surveys, in particular the SDSS, have greatly increased the number of QSOs as known high redshift objects. This paper describes observations intended to detect and characterize some QSO hosts at redshifts near 4.7.
Most of the work on higher redshift QSOs has been done with HST or ground-based AO systems, to reduce the light scattered by the QSO nucleus. While these studies have found that there are compact spheroidal stellar populations around the nuclei (see above references), there are also indications that the host galaxies have faint light extended over several arcsec (e.g. Hutchings 1995) . Assuming that the hosts are still large and luminous at redshifts 4.7, the main requirement was of large light-gathering power, since redshift dimming will be large. Subarcsecond image quality is still very desirable, to avoid too much contamination by the bright unresolved nucleus. Finally, in order to learn about both stars and gas in the galaxies, the observations were made in broad-band and narrow-band at the The QSOs were selected from a high redshift list of Djorgovski (http://www.astro.caltech.edu/∼george/z4.qsos) based mainly on the SDSS (e.g. Anderson et al 2001 , Zheng et al 2000 . The sample selected has redshifts that place the [O II] line inside the bandpass of a NIRI narrow-band filter. Objects were selected from this short list by the Gemini service observers, to fit their schedules and weather conditions. Thus, the sample is essentially random in all properties other than redshift being close to 4.7, and the magnitude limits of the SDSS.
The observations were carried out on the Gemini N telescope during the first half of 2002, with total exposures of 40 minutes in both broad-and narrow-band filters. The details are given in Table 1 , along with properties of the QSOs, including the R/r magnitude and QSO names from Djorgovski's list, and some measured quantities. As the observations were carried out by service observing over a number of nights, the conditions varied somewhat between them. The FWHM and limiting surface brightness are shown for all objects, and lie in reasonably compact ranges of values. We refer below to the narrow-and broad-band observations as NB and BB respectively.
The analysed images were derived from dithered exposures, processed using standard techniques. Details of this process for other ground-based observations are given in Hutchings et al (1999) , and Steinbring, Crampton, and Hutchings (2002) . The field size is approximately 2 arcmin, which included suitable PSF stars in all cases, and enabled some analysis of the faint galaxy counts in the QSO neighbourhood.
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Data and measurements
The QSOs were identified by their position and catalogued magnitude using finding charts from the Digitised Sky Survey. With one exception noted below, this process was simple and unambiguous.
For each QSO, we derived a PSF from a nearby bright and single star. In general there was only one suitable PSF star (one field had only a star with a fainter companion that had to be edited out), so that combining stars to improve the PSF was not possible. However, a few other fainter stars were plotted to be sure that the principal one is unresolved and unblended.
Azimuthally averaged luminosity plots were made (using IRAF task ellipse ) for the PSF star, the QSO, and in some cases, the nearest resolved faint galaxy which might be a companion. These plots are shown in Figure 1 , and demonstrate clearly where QSO images are resolved. Similar plots were made for a few other stars or compact galaxies in the images that have similar signal and lack of nearby companions, to the QSOs. These plots lie close to the PSF, and thus suggest that the resolved light around the QSOs is associated (i.e. 'host' galaxy), rather than due to faint background objects that do not show up in the PSFs, which are derived from bright stars.
The resolved flux was calculated from the plots in Figure 1 , and also with a range of PSF scaling factors that leave a difference profile that extends approximately linearly to zero radius. This does not include the possibility of an unresolved compact core of the host galaxy.
In addition, the PSF star image was scaled, shifted, and subtracted from the QSO image, so as to leave the weakest residual image that has a smoothly rising flux to the centre. These PSF-subtracted images were also measured as the resolved host galaxies.
-6 -Finally, the broad-band image was scaled and subtracted from the narrow-band, to isolate resolved line emission. In some cases the image FWHM differs between the broad and narrow band images, so that the residuals are affected by this. We discuss the QSOs individually below, and the errors are discussed in the final section. In these measurements and plots, we removed objects that appear to be non-associated galaxies in the line of sight, so that they do not lead to overestimation of the host galaxy flux. In no case do such objects amount to an appreciable fraction of what was measured and shown in Table 1 .
Other galaxy fluxes in the fields were measured in both broad and narrow-band images. These were measured with the IRAF task imexam set with a radius of 1.2 arcsec.
Thus, larger galaxies and images with larger FWHM give incomplete flux values, but the intention was to compare the ratio of narrow to broad band flux for the compact objects, consistently across the fields for each object. Objects with line emission in the narrow-band image will have a higher ratio of narrow to broad band flux. In all cases we find this is true of the QSO, and there are other faint emission line candiates that may be companions, as we note in the sections on individual QSOs.
The calibration data were used to obtain approximate magnitudes for all measurements, where the uncertainty lies in some observing conditions being somewhat non-photometric.
The limiting magnitude is fairly consistent among the images, and we have measured broad-band galaxy images down to about K=22. We have counted faint galaxies to this limit in all fields, centred on the QSO, and in one corner of the image as a comparison subfield. These are shown in Table 2 . Galaxies brighter than the QSO are not counted as they must be foreground objects. However, their numbers are shown as general information about the field.
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SDSS1321+0038
The positional ID is slightly doubtful. The QSO is assumed to be the relatively unresolved object of the expected magnitude, although a nearby brighter resolved galaxy is at the nominal position. There is a bright PSF star very nearby too. The field is uncrowded and there is no obvious population or grouping of faint galaxies. The flux measures for all three objects indicate no significant additional NB emission from the QSO, within the 10% scatter of the measures. The companion galaxy is actually fainter by about 8% in the NB image.
The luminosity profiles show marginally resolved flux in the BB images but indicate clearly resolved flux in the NB outside of 1.5 arcsec radius. The brighter companion galaxy is well resolved at all radii. The companion lies only 5 arcsec from the QSO, and its light effects are measurable as close as 3.5 arcsec. Figure 2 shows both images. The companion slightly affects measures of the NB image, which shows a curved filament in this direction, and the resolved NB flux is lower than indicated by the ellipse-fit profile in Figure 1 .
Allowing for this, its BB magnitude is 20.7.
The immediate environment (±15") of the QSO is low in faint galaxy counts, compared with the whole field. Twelve galaxies are 2.5 -3.5 magnitudes fainter than the QSO (40%), and three of these have the lowest NB/BB ratios (2.0 -2.3), compared with 3.5 for the QSO and a mean of 4.2 for the other faint galaxies. Thus, they are candidates for companions to the QSO, with strong [O II] emission.
PC1415+3408
The NB star images are quite elliptical and the BB slightly elliptical. For both, the mean FWHM are the worst of the dataset. There is only one good PSF star, and it has -8 -a nearby companion that has to be edited out. The result of all this is that the QSO is unresolved out to about 2 arcsec radius. Beyond this, there is some faint resolved structure in both NB and BB. There is a faint companion at this distance and is likely what we see.
The NB image has some jet-like extension/blob closer in (0.9 arcsec) along the short axis of the guiding ellipse, which does not show up in the luminosity plot. The NB image has 2 bright pixels near the nucleus that do not fit the profile. The BB image has similar effect but may be due to a mismatch of the edited PSF in the subtraction. The NB image has 0.1mag more flux than the continuum image, assuming all images are photometric.
The galaxy count close to the QSO is slightly lower than the frame average, and the galaxy count is the lowest of the 5 fields. There are 11 galaxies (52%) more than ten times fainter than the QSO, and two have unusually high NB/BB ratio (1.6 and 2.2 compared with 3.2 for the QSO and a mean of 4.5 for the other faint galaxies).
GB1428+4217
The QSO has 15% extra signal in the NB image, and the magnitude is 0.1 brighter. It lies in a field of crowded small faint galaxies (about 60 in the image to K=19.5, and many times that down to K=21.0).
The radial plots were done after editing out the nearest companion, about 3.1 arcsec away. The BB image is marginally resolved beyond 1.8 arcsec, and clearly resolved beyond 2.4 arcsec. The NB image shows resolved light beyond 1.5 arcsec.
The broad-band image shows a very unsmooth structure of the light resolved around the QSO. While the innermost arcsec is unresolved, there is no symmetrical connection to the outer structures, in the total image or after PSF-subtraction. The QSO thus appears to be located in a central unresolved blob surrounded by several radial wisps whose total flux -9 -is given in Table 1 . A few other wisps lie within 8 arcsec, unconnected to the QSO, and which are not measured. A compact resolved brighter blob lies 3.5 arcsec away, unconnected to the wisps.
The narrow-band images show an extension that is directed some 45 o away from the line to the nearby companion. It extends to 2.4". There is also extended light close to the nucleus orthogonal to this. The PSF-subtracted NB image suggests some structure along a different axis within the innermost arcsec, curving on one side into the outer extension, and a linear inner feature that corresponds to the inner extended light. The N-B subtracted image shows similar morphology in all these respects. The good image quality, and similar FWHM in BB and NB images allow us to have confidence in these morphological details. Figure 3 shows some images of the QSO.
The extended resolved NB light corresponds to mag 21.3, although the NB/BB ratio suggests an equal additional amount of NB luminosity from the unresolved central region.
There are many faint galaxies in the field, with two empty patches away from the QSO. The galaxy density near the QSO is typical of the field, and over this field has nearly twice the number of galaxies as the other QSOs. The QSO is the brightest object, and most of the galaxies are faint enough to be potential companions. Nine galaxies have N/B flux ratios that are low enough to suggest [O II] emission at the QSO redshift (1.6 -2.2, compared with 3.2 for the QSO, and a mean of 4.5 for the other faint galaxies. Four of these candidates are in the 9 galaxies closest to the QSO, and 3 of those 9 are too faint to measure NB flux. This seems a good candidate for a cluster associated with the QSO.
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SDSS1451-0104
This QSO is discussed by Zheng et al (2000) , along with a spectrum. There is a broad absorption trough shortward of C IV, but separate from the emission, so it may be a BAL.
The Oxygen lines in the rest-frame UV are strong, so we may expect [O II] to be strong.
This object has a significant mismatch in resolution of the NB and BB images, but the NB images are very good. The NB image has 16% more signal than the scaled BB image, using the average of a star and nearby faint galaxy for comparison. There are few faint galaxies in the image, so no grouping around the QSO is indicated.
The radial plots show the BB images is marginally resolved from a radius of 0.9 arcsec, but with flux that falls almost as rapidly as the PSF. Beyond 2.1", the BB image scale length is larger. The NB profile shows clear resolved flux beyond 1.3 arcsec, with a relatively large scale length. The images show some compact extended flux in the BB image that looks like a broad tail on one side. The NB image shows some extension in this direction, more extended, but also a brighter linear feature at 120 o to this, with some sharp curvature near the end. Figure 4 shows some images of the QSO.
The QSO lies in a region less crowded with galaxies than the frame average. There are 18 galaxies more than 10 times fainter than the QSO, almost all of which lie in a group away from the QSO. None are bright enough to measure the NB/BB flux ratio.
SDSS1532-0039
This was observed several times, with different image quality. The QSO lies centrally in a grouping of faint galaxies within the whole field imaged. The worst BB image was not used, and the others used both separately and combined. The NB images were better resolved. Both sets of NB and BB images gave different signal levels, so it was assumed that -11 -the lower signal ones non-photometric. The QSO has a nearby star and companion galaxy, both of comparable brightness that were used for the PSF and photometric comparison. The NB QSO images were 23% brighter in the NB than the scaling for the star and companion, indicating this level of line emission in the NB bandpass. This has an uncertainty of about 3% from the star to companion ratio spread.
In the radial luminosity plots, the BB image shows no resolved structure within 2 .3 arcsec. Beyond that, faint flux is resolved to the limit of the image. There is a companion galaxy some 3.5 arcsec away that was edited out of the images for radial plots. This editing may affect the luminosity plot to a small extent in the 2-4 arcsec radius range. Plots were done for the companion by editing out the QSO, so similar considerations apply. The companion is clearly resolved in all images down to radii of 0.35 arcsec.
The QSO NB images, on the other hand, show resolved structure clearly beyond 0.8 arcsec to the limiting signal at radius at 4.1 arcsec. Both NB images show extended structure as a jet-like feature, out to radius about 4 arcsec. The jet seems detached from the main image and not quite radial, and details differ between the two NB images, which indicates the level of noise. Figure 2 shows broad-and narrow-band images. The magnitude of the resolved NB structure, in BB equivalent is 20.5, or some 5% of the QSO flux.
The BB images show linear radial structure similar in size and direction to the NB, but fainter and hard to measure. They also show a faint companion centred at 3.5 arcsec in this direction (just outside the region shown in Figure 2) , with magnitude 22.5.
The QSO lies in a group of galaxies with sky density above the frame average. Apart from the 6 very bright galaxies, all galaxies are faint enough to be possible QSO companions.
None of them has an unusual NB/BB flux ratio, however.
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Discussion
While the broad-band images all have luminosity profiles that are broader than the PSF at 'large' radii (2 arcsec or more), the images do not indicate a smooth centrally concentrated host galaxy. It appears more that the QSO is located in one centrally located unresolved body within a network of knots and filaments that extend to several arcsec.
This distribution is not found in randomly located faint objects in the field, and in any case is derived from images cleaned of knots that may be unassociated neighbours. Average and median images from all the QSOs have profiles that show the same resolved light, again suggesting that this is not random faint background objects. Thus, we may be seeing host galaxies that are in early stages of assembly.
We have several ways to estimate the host galaxy flux. We can integrate the resolved light under the PSF from the profile plots. We can extrapolate this light to zero radius (but have no particular model to assume). Finally, we can measure the flux remaining after our 'best' PSF-subtraction (as described above). The range of these estimates is less than one magnitude in all cases. We have adopted a 'best estimate' shown in the table, based on all considerations, taking into account the image quality for each object. The differences between the resolved flux and the host estimates give a good idea of the error bars to apply to the latter. The host values from Table 1 are the values plotted in Figure 5 . We note that the values fall among the high redshift galaxies from de Breuck et al (2002) , or form a reasonable extrapolation of them. Thus, perhaps not surprisingly, we find that luminous QSOs at redshift 4.7 are found inside the most luminous galaxies, and that the stellar populations will evolve along the K-z relationship.
The [O II] line emission is resolved all five QSOs. In the luminosity plots, this occurs at smaller radii than in the continuum images, and shows up as small bright (some jet-like) structures in the NB-BB or even the raw NB images. The overall NB/BB flux ratios flux amounts to a rest-frame equivalent width of 5 to 10Å, which is typical of star-forming galaxies, and also typical of QSO nuclear (or NLR) spectra. However, we can see that the line emission is localised to small regions within the host galaxy, where star-formation must be very active.
The fact that the QSOs are bright presumably indicates that massive black holes have evolved at this redshift. Whether the black holes are related to the central compact stellar population rather than the larger assembling galaxy is an interesting issue in understanding the tight BH-bulge relation seen at lower redshifts. However, as these are very bright QSOs we must also question whether they are selected as those beamed at us, so that their total luminosity is lower than it appears to us. 
